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· Most preferred book of surgery for PG aspirants in 2018 · Only book on surgery for PGMEE written by leading faculty and super specialty surgeon · First book to cover sample
video questions on Surgery seeing the changing trends of examinations · The complete content has been updated from the latest Editions of Bailey and Love 27/e, Sabiston's 20/e,
Schwartz 10/e, Campbell-Walsh Urology 11/e, Harrison's 20/e, Blumgart's 6/e, Shackelford's 8/e and Devita 11/e · Latest updates of AJCC Cancer staging 8th Edition & ATLS 10th
Edition included · All chapters are reviewed and inputs are given by the concerned super specialty consultants · Every chapter starts with One Liners which will help you learn the
basic points related to the respective chapter · Several important points like—Extra-Mile, Recent Advances, Must Know, Controversy Desk and High Yield Facts are added to pay
special attention while you read the text. · Highest number of illustrations are given to supplement the text for better understanding of intricate concepts · Author's Facebook Help
Group Page “Surgery Sixer” to clarify all doubts of the readers.
Presents instructions for more than 700 amateur projects from all fields of general science.
The third edition of Objective Anaesthesia Review has been fully updated to help postgraduates in their exam preparation. Presented in an easy to follow, question and answer
format, this textbook covers a range of topics in anaesthesia. Divided into two sections, the first part discusses numerous diseases and disorders, and the second describes
anaesthesia equipment. Many chapters in this new edition have been revised and new chapters have been added including ‘Acute Postoperative Pain’ in the first section and
‘Videolaryngoscopes’ in the second section. Key points Fully updated, third edition helping anaesthesia trainees prepare for examinations Easy to follow, question and answer
format, covering many clinical cases and anaesthesia equipment Includes new chapters and 265 images and illustrations Previous edition published in 2012
Review of Microbiology and Immunology
Review of Pediatrics & Neonatology
Review of Pathology and Genetics
Depression or Thirst for absolute truth
Self Assessment & Review of Microbiology & Immunology

This pocket companion offers rapid, portable access to the most important pathology facts and concepts from Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 9th Edition. It distills the key
concepts and principles of pathology into a condensed, at-a-glance format, making it the perfect reference for quick review anytime! Consult this title on your favorite e-reader, conduct rapid
searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal readability. Access key concepts and principles of pathology in a condensed, at-a-glance format. Locate additional information with abundant page
references to the parent text. Review for in-course exams and the USMLE Step 1 with content that highlights the most important material in the current edition Robbins and Cotran Pathologic
Basis of Disease. Easily find information with help from a format that closely follows the Table of Contents from the current edition of the parent text.
This new edition has been fully revised to help pathology trainees acquire practical knowledge in diagnostic pathology. Divided into eight sections and consisting of 61 exercises, this useful
guide discusses techniques and general pathology, and then offers exercises for each discipline within pathology – systemic pathology, cytopathology, haematology, clinical pathology and
autopsy. The third edition offers updated images and new exercises for topics of current clinical significance including immunohistopathology, surgical pathology, types of blood samples,
anticoagulants and blood collection. Supported by key points, nearly 600 line drawings, specimen photographs and photomicrographs, this practical manual also includes a CD reviewing
specimens. Key points Fully revised, new edition offering trainees practical knowledge in diagnostic pathology Consists of 61 exercises covering key disciplines within pathology Includes
updated images and new exercises for topics of current clinical significance Includes key points, nearly 600 line drawings, specimen photographs and photomicrographs, and a CD reviewing
specimens Previous edition published in 2007
The new edition of this revision manual provides students with the latest advances and information in medicine. Divided into 25 chapters, the text covers the diagnosis and management of
diseases and disorders in all medical subspecialties. The second edition has been fully revised and features new topics including recent advances, new drugs, geriatrics, and immunology.
Disease aetiology, diagnostic procedures, radiological investigations and basics of ECG readings are discussed in depth. Important clinical examination-oriented questions are included in
each section, with key points emphasised to assist revision. The comprehensive text is highly illustrated with clinical photographs and diagrams. Important management techniques are
highlighted in coloured tables. Key points Comprehensive revision manual covering all medical subspecialties for undergraduates Fully revised, second edition featuring many new topics
Includes clinical examination-oriented questions to assist revision Previous edition (9789386056610) published in 2016
Objective Anaesthesia Review
New School Chemistry
Color Atlas of Ophthalmology
The Quick-reference Manual for Diagnosis and Treatment
A Comprehensive Textbook for the Examinees

Salient Features Simple and easy to understand language · More topics have been added according to need of subject · Text is enriched with Improved images, Diagrams,
Flowcharts and Tables · Strategically the unit has been cleaved into chapters to facilitate future references · Boxes like - Additional Edge, High Return, Energetics and
Mnemonics will polish reader's memory · Clinical boxes are auxiliary to cover diseases · Summary Tables are supplementary to provide concise view of the chapter · One liners
at the end of chapters are assets to a reader when one is running short of time · Explanations and updates are reinforced by references from standard text books · Controversial
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questions have been discussed with proper reasoning · Questions from latest Competitive Exams like PGI, AIIMS, PG and FMGE have been included
The Book Is Intended To Serve As A Text In Analysis By The Honours And Post-Graduate Students Of The Various Universities. Professional Or Those Preparing For
Competitive Examinations Will Also Find This Book Useful.The Book Discusses The Theory From Its Very Beginning. The Foundations Have Been Laid Very Carefully And The
Treatment Is Rigorous And On Modem Lines. It Opens With A Brief Outline Of The Essential Properties Of Rational Numbers And Using Dedekinds Cut, The Properties Of Real
Numbers Are Established. This Foundation Supports The Subsequent Chapters: Topological Frame Work Real Sequences And Series, Continuity Differentiation, Functions Of
Several Variables, Elementary And Implicit Functions, Riemann And Riemann-Stieltjes Integrals, Lebesgue Integrals, Surface, Double And Triple Integrals Are Discussed In
Detail. Uniform Convergence, Power Series, Fourier Series, Improper Integrals Have Been Presented In As Simple And Lucid Manner As Possible And Fairly Large Number
Solved Examples To Illustrate Various Types Have Been Introduced.As Per Need, In The Present Set Up, A Chapter On Metric Spaces Discussing Completeness, Compactness
And Connectedness Of The Spaces Has Been Added. Finally Two Appendices Discussing Beta-Gamma Functions, And Cantors Theory Of Real Numbers Add Glory To The
Contents Of The Book.
Billions of dollars are being spent nationally and globally on providing computing access to digitally disadvantaged groups and cultures with an expectation that computers and
the Internet can lead to higher socio-economic mobility. This ethnographic study of social computing in the Central Himalayas, India, investigates alternative social practices with
new technologies and media amongst a population that is for the most part undocumented. In doing so, this book offers fresh and critical perspectives in areas of contemporary
debate: informal learning with computers, cyberleisure, gender access and empowerment, digital intermediaries, and glocalization of information and media.
COMPLETE REVIEW OF PATHOLOGY & HEMATOLOGY FOR NBE
Educart TERM 1 MATHEMATICS MCQ Class 10 Question Bank Book 2022 (Based on New MCQs Type Introduced in 2nd Sep 2021 CBSE Sample Paper)
Plant-Pest Interactions: From Molecular Mechanisms to Chemical Ecology
Robbins and Cotran Review of Pathology
Review Of Pediatrics
Key Features:Chapter-wise concise but complete and up to date text to help the students get a clear concept in ENTMany image-based practice questions as per the recent exam patternA Large
number of explanatory figures in each topic which make understanding and remembering easy and many easy-to-grasp mnemonicsExplained answers of previously asked questions in various PG
entrance examinations following every chapterNot only the answer but all the other choices in the MCQs have been discussed thoroughly making it a unique book. This will enhance the chances
of solving new questions in futureAlso contains visuals and important instruments of ENT
Includes lecture in the form of an educational DVD on subject Immunology.Added lot of diagrams and flow charts to make learning interesting and easier. Several new and easy to grasp
MNEMONICS have been given throughout the text.Some new topics like platelets and diabetes mellitus with expanding some of the old topics.New set of conceptual questions with detailed
explanations added at the end of most of the chapters to enhance the reasoning skills and facilitate learning.Conceptual and useful information has been added in the form of shaded boxes
throughout the chapter to emphasize the clinical importance of the topic being read.
Includes AIIMS New Pattern 2019 Model Questions Multiple T/F • Match the Following • Sequential Arrangement • Multiple Completion Assertion Reason Extended Matching Includes
Many New Conceptual and Clinical Boxes. Updated with ACC/AHA 2017 and ACLS 2017 Guidelines Compiled by Leading Faculties & Subject Experts of Pathology 2019 Edition with All New
Updates/Qs covered up to Jan 2019
Biostatistics
Smart Study Series - ENT
Obstetrics
The Biology of Glial Cells: Recent Advances
Microbiology for Nurses
Effectively master the most important principles and facts in pathology with this easy-to-use new edition of Robbins and Cotran Review of
Pathology. More than 1,100 questions-reviewed and updated to reflect the new content in the parent text-reinforce the fundamentals of gross
and microscopic pathology as well as the latest findings in molecular biology and genetics. This review book of multiple choice questions and
answers, companion to Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease 9th Edition and Robbins Basic Pathology, 9th Edition, is the ideal study
tool for coursework, self-assessment, and examinations, including the USMLE Step 1 examination in pathology. Develop a thorough, clinically
relevant understanding of pathology through clinical vignette-style questions emphasizing problem solving over rote memorization. Single-bestanswer and extended-matching formats reflect levels of difficulty that prepare you for examinations. Efficiently review a wide spectrum of
topics with page references and a parallel organization to both Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease and Robbins Basic Pathology,
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making additional information easy to locate. Reinforce your understanding of key content with answers and detailed explanations for every
question at the end of each chapter. Enhance your understanding of pathophysiology and integrate pathology with other medical disciplines by
examining correlative laboratory, radiologic, and physical diagnostic data. Visualize key pathologic concepts and conditions and test your
diagnostic skills with over 1,100 full-color images. Challenge your knowledge with a final comprehensive exam of 50 USMLE-style questions
covering random topics. Features new questions that reflect today's hot topics in pathology, keeping you up to date. Includes many new
illustrations to enhance visual guidance. Uses a new chapter arrangement to conform to the new Table of Contents in Robbins and Cotran
Pathologic Basis of Disease, 8th Edition, for easier cross referencing.
• More than 5700 Practice Qs with Explanations• 700 Most Recent Pattern/ New Qs added (New Feature)• Most Important Topics for Last Minute
Revision• Fully Colored Layout with Special Features (Also Know, Must Know)• 200+Image-based questions with their Explanations• Latest
Updates from Standard Textbooks• 4000 Additional Practice Qs in App (New Feature)
Featuring the expertise of leading authorities in the field, this book is a lavishly illustrated atlas designed to guide clinicians through
the accurate diagnosis and appropriate management of the full range of ophthalmic disorders. This edition features more than 600 new highquality illustrations and images.
Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates: Medicine
Mathematical Analysis
Dot Com Mantra
Concise Pathology for Exam Preparation
Grossman's Endodontic Practice
This book reviews the role of glial cells (astrocytes, microglia, oligodendroglia, satellite cells, and Schwann cells) in neuronal health and diseases. It discusses the latest advances in understanding their origin,
differentiation, and hemostasis. The book also examines the role of microglial cells in central nervous system (CNS) development, maintenance, and synaptic plasticity. Further, the book presents the functions
of astrocytes in healthy CNS and their critical role in CNS disorders, including Parkinson's and Alzheimer's diseases. Notably, the book describes the pathobiology, molecular pathogenesis, stem cells, and
imaging characteristics of gliomas. It defines the role of glial cells in regulating iron homeostasis and their effect on the neurodegeneration of neurons. Lastly, it covers the structure, function, and pathology of
oligodendrocytes and their role in neuronal health and disease.
• All concepts of ECG, from basics to advanced have been covered • All 2017 updates for the management of various diseases have been extensively covered • EEG concepts have been simplified for
conceptual understanding • All recent protocols have been covered at relevant places • Diseases like diabetes and AIDS have been updated with relevant recent amendments • Latest updates from CMDT
2018 have been covered throughout the text
First published in 1989, this book has become the standard text on the subject. It is a work manual, which explains the various pre- and postoperative procedures and the related diagnostic and therapeutic
processes. The book also describes the basics of handling and correctly using medical / surgical appliances. It highlights their working principle as well. The text, presented in a simple, clear and succinct
manner, makes the subject easily comprehensible for readers.The book is targeted primarily to meet the needs of undergraduate Nursing and Paramedic students as well as Trainees and practicing Surgeons
About the Author : - Dr. Mansukh B. Patel ms, fics Associate Professor of Surgery, Municipal Medical College (Vadilal Hospital), Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad Surgeon, Shardaben Hospital, Saraspur, Ahmedabad
Thoracic Surgeon, Sterling Hospital, Gurukul, Ahmedabad General & Thoracic Surgeon, Nandanvan Hospital, Saraspur, Ahmedabad. Dr. Yogesh P. Upadhyay msSurgeon, Modasa, Gujarat.
4th Edition, 2018
3RD EDITION, 2017
Self Assessment and Review: ENT
Practical Pathology
SELF-ASSESSMENT & REVIEW
The Immensely popular SSS-ENT and Head& Neck Surgery is back in the ALL NEW, REVISED 3rd Edition. Thorough review and revamp of all chapters makes it CURRENT,
CONCISE & COMPLETE. The hugely appreciated basic theme, easy to learn 'Question- Answer format' maintained throughout by the author with his proven stamp of perfection and
finesse; allows broader scope of use among students and residents. The Immensely popular SSS-ENT and Head& Neck Surgery is back in the ALL NEW, REVISED 3rd Edition.
Thorough review and revamp of all chapters makes it CURRENT, CONCISE & COMPLETE. The hugely appreciated basic theme, easy to learn 'Question- Answer format' maintained
throughout by the author with his proven stamp of perfection and finesse; allows broader scope of use among students and residents. Comprehensive coverage of the Subject,
Subspecialties & Allied specialties in all its diversities, brilliantly linked to topics of PGMEE questions for past 30 years, updated up to 2015. Brevity and clarity allows A-Z revision
of the subject irrespective of the pattern of examination; this perennial best seller should be the unequivocal choice and 'must read' for any PGMEE preparation.
Salient Features Unique compendium presenting core and important anatomical concepts in a concise and student-friendly format; a seamless integration of text and visualsAll
chapters are thoroughly revisedIntegrated anatomy to major clinical subjects like Surgery, Medicine, OBG, ENT and PediatricsNeuroanatomy extensively covered especially for
NIMHANS examWell illustrated with 700+ diagrams and flowcharts simplified to enhance the understanding of key conceptsView anatomy from a clinical perspective with hundreds
of Clinical Aspects boxes given with all structuresThe Chapter at a Glance at the end of every chapter outlines memory-triggering visuals along with text to help you remember
chapter content200+ High Yield, Remember and Mnemonics boxes given as extra tools for remembering the most important information from examination perspectiveRecent
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Questions of 2017-18 of all the important national level exams included
The Educart CBSE Mathematics Term I Question Bank 2022 is a focussed MCQ-based book for CBSE Term I Board Exam. With this book, we provide you with all types of objective
questions for each chapter and topic. This Educart Question Bank has exclusive features, such as: • All Types of New Pattern Objective Questions and MCQs including Competencytype and Case-based • Chapter-wise Topic Notes with important cues based on our research on NCERT + CBSE • Previous 10 Year Papers Case-based Example Questions • Detailed
Explanations for all solutions • Self Practice Questions for more and more practice
Companion for Obstetrics & Gynecology
Crisp Complete Review of Integrated Systems Physiology
SURGERY SIXER FOR NBE
Fundamentals of Surgical Pathology
CONCEPTUAL REVIEW OF BIOCHEMISTRY

As food producers, plants are constantly under attack by insects. Over the course of evolution, plants have not only developed a
sophisticated defense apparatus but have also refined biochemical defense mechanisms to protect themselves, thereby maintaining the
ecological balance. Plant-pest interactions induce an elaborate array of reactions involving the release of volatile compounds, effector and
signaling molecules, trans-membrane proteins, and a variety of enzymes and hormones. This book offers a comprehensive guide to the strategies
that plants employ against insects and other pests to ensure their continued survival. Addressing an important gap in the literature, it
shares the latest findings in the field of plant–pest interactions for a broad audience. Providing an overview of the current state of
knowledge on plant-pest interactions and their role in the genetic improvement of crops, it offers an essential guide for researchers and
professionals in the fields of agriculture, plant pathology, entomology, cell biology, molecular biology and genetics.
This book is for individuals who are suffering from mental illness and despite taking medication and CBT are suffering lifelong due to
depression as there is a very strong connection between Depression and Spirituality as per my lifelong experience
This clear and concise reference book on surgical pathology is written for the pathologist who needs a well structured guide on specimen
procedure and covers protocol for reporting results. It includes images of gross and microscopic pathology with correlating appearance of
normal morphology and new sections providing points of differentiation between lesions with similar microscopic morphology. A section
dedicated to Synoptic Histopathology Reporting and Minimum Data Sets outlines the responsibilities of a reporting pathologist in conveying to
the clinician all relevant data for patient management.
Pocket Companion to Robbins & Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease E-Book
FMGE SOLUTIONS-MCI SCREENING EXAMINATION (A COMPLETE NBE CENTRIC APPROACH)
Chemical Ecology
Pathology Practical Book
2nd Edition, 2018
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